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Abstract
Suppose that A E a;n,n is a block p-cyclic consistently ordered matrix and let B
and Sw denote the block Jacobi and the block Symmetric Successive Overrelaxation
(SSOR) iteration matrices associated with A, respectively. Extending previous work
by Hadjidimos and Neumann, the present authors have determined the exact regions
of convergence of the SSOR method in the (p(B),w)-plane, for any p;::: 3, under the
further assumption that the eigenvalues of BP are real. of the same sign. In the present
work the investigation goes on further, several questions are raised and among others
the problem of the determination of the optimal regions of convergence in the spirit of
Niethammer and Varga as well as that of the optimal relaxation fador are examined.
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Introduction

Given the nOllsingular linear system

(1.1)

Ax = b
where A E (fJ',n and

X,

bE (fJ'. Suppose that A is written in the p x p block form

(1.2)

A = D(I - L - U)

with D being a p X P block diagonal invertible matrix, p ;::: 3, and L and U being block
strictly lower and strictly upper triangular matrices, respeetively. Suppose also that for the
solution of (1.1)-(1.2) the Symmetric Successive Overrelaxation (SSOR) iterative method
(see, e.g., [24], [28], [1]) defined by

x1m+'i

(I - WU)-1 [(1- w)I + wL]X 1m +1/')

+ w(I -

WU)-1 D- 1b,

m =

1,2, ... ,
(1.3)

where x(O) E (fJ' arbitrary and w E (0,2) the relaxation factor, is to be used. The block
SSOR iteration matrix, associated with A, relative to its block partitioning, is given by

Sw

:=

(I - wU)-I[(l- w)I + wL](I - WL)-I[(l- w)I + wUJ.

(1.4)

Let B ;= L + U be the block Jacobi matrix associated with A. If A is block p-cyclic
consistently ordered theil, without loss of generality, we may assume that B has the block
form
0
B~

B,

0
0

0

B3

0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0

B1

Bp _ 1

0

0
0

(1.5)

It is well known that the sets of eigenvalues fl- of B (or of B T ) and ).. of Sw satisfy the
functional equation

[A - (1 -

w)'J' =

A( A + 1 - w)'-'(2 - w)'w' ~p

(1.6)

which was discovered by Varga, Niethammer and Cai [25] and which generalized the corresponding relationship for p = 2 (see [2], [17]).
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For the study of the convergence properties of the SSOR method any information about
the spectrum of B, u(B), may enable one to answer one or more of the following questions:
i) For what pairs (p(B),w) does (1.3) converge (p(Sw) < 1) and for what pairs (p(B),w)
does (1.3) converge in the sense of Niethammer and Varga (namely that p(Sw) $ ~, for a
given ~ ~ 1)1
ii) What is the largest region, in the complex plane, that contains u(B) for which (1.3)
converges in the sense of Niethammer and Varga as in (i) previously? and
iii) What is the (optimal) value of w that minimjzes p(Sw) for a given p(B) and what is
the (optimal) region in the complex plane that contains a given u(B)?
Complete answers to the first part of question (i) have been given by Neumaier and Varga
[18] for the entire class of H -matrices, by Hadjidimos and Neumann [9] for consistently
ordered matrices, and [10] for the class of p-cyclic matrices, and by Hadjidimos, Noutsos
and Tzoumas [12] for the class of p-cyclic matrices with u(BP) real of the same sign. An
answer to question (ii) was given by Galanis, Hadjidimos and Noutsos [7] for p = 2 only.
Finally, an answer to the first part of question (iii) was given by D'Sylva and Miles [2] and
by Lynn [17] and, in a more general case but always for p = 2, by Hadjidimos and Noutsos
[l1J. In the latter work an algorithm of Young-Eidson's type was also presented for the
determination of the optimal relaxation factor w. It seems that for p ;:::-. 3 the problems in
the second part of question (i) and in questions (ii) and (iii) have not been studied so far.
On the other hand, the corresponding problems in the simpler case of the p-cyclic SOR
method have been extensively studied and a rich literature on them already exists. Here we
mention some of the researchers in this area and refer to their works although the list we
give is far from being exhausted; Young [27] (see also [28]), Varga [23] (see also [24]), Kredel!
[16], Niethammer [19], Young and Eidson [29] (see also [28]), Niethammer and Varga [21],
Niethammer, dePillis and Varga [20], Hadjidimos, Li and Varga [8], Galanis, Hadjidimos
and Noutsos [4], [5], [6], Wild and Niethammer [26] Eiermaun, Niethammer and Ruttan [3],
Kontovasilis, Plemmons and Stewart [15], Hadjidimos and Plemmons [131, Noutsos [22] et
al.
In most of the works on both the p-cyclic SOR and SSOR methods conformal mapping
transformations in the complex plane are extensively used where the region containing u(B)
is related to a disk containing the spectrum of the SOR or the SSOR iteration matrices,
respectively.
In the present work we try to give answers to the questions, raised previously, for the pcyclic consistently ordered SSOR case for p ;:::-. 3. The main tool to be used will be the theory
of conformal mappings (see, e.g., [14]). Here, the reader is reminded that in the analysis
in (12] parts of the exact boundaries could not be given analytically and had therefore to
be determined computationally. Bearing in mind that the regions in [12] correspond to the
value of the parameter 7J = 1 while in the present work this parameter can be practically
any number.,., > 1 we must expect that some of the analogous results here can be found only
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,

computationally.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the mapping that connects the
spectra involved in (1.6) is introduced. Next, the conditions under which the mapping considered is conformal are investigated and general conclusions regarding the spectra involved
arc drawn. Then, in Section 3, the study of the (optimal) regions of convergence and of the
(optimal) relaxation factor w is made and general results are obtained. Finally, in Section
4, the special case p = 3 is treated separately while in Section 5 some numerical results to
support the theory developed are presented.

2

Conformal Mappings of the SSOR Spectral Regions

We begin our analysis ·with the functional equation (1.6) which is rewritten as follows

(A - (1- w)']P

(2.1)

Using the transformation
1

(2.2)

¢ =)"
substituting into (2.1) and setting z = fl,v, we obtain the mapping

[1- (1- w)'¢]P
z: z(¢) = (2-w)'wp¢[1+(1-w)¢]p ,.

(2.3)

Our objective is to find the smallest region in the complex plane containing Ji,P E a(BP)
which has an image, through the mapping (2.3), in the exterior of the circle

aD,:= {¢: ¢ =

iO

~e , ~

> 0, e E [0, 21r)},

where DJI is the corresponding disk, or, since ,\ =

*e-

iO

,

(2.4)

in the interior of the circle aD*.

*

Then, the spectral radius of the SSOR iteration matrix will be less than or equal to
( p( Sw) ::; ~ ) with equality holding if and only if (iff) there is an eigenvalue of BP on the
boundary of the region to be found.
For the solution of this problem we study the mapping (2.3) as 7J increases continuously
from the value o. First, we will try to find the conditions under which the mapping in
question is conformal.
For 1] = 0 the circle aDlJ is trivially the point 0 of the complex plane. So, (2.3) transforms
the point 0 onto the point 00 and the mapping is conformal. Due to the continuity of the
mapping as 7J varies, it will be conformal for some 11 > 0 in the neighborhood of O. As is
known, a mapping like (2.3) is not conformal if there is a ¢> E DlJ such that ~; = O. This
suggests that the smallest value of 7J, for which ~4. = 0 for some ¢> E aD lJ , must be found.
4

Considering w constant and differentiating (2.3) with respect to (wrt) ¢>, we can obtain
after some simple manipulation that

dz

dq, =0
where

F(q,)

:=

(1- W)3q,'

=

(2.5)

F(q,)=O

+ (p -1)(1- w)(2 -

w)q, + 1.

(2.6)

By considering the discriminant of the quadratic in (2.6) it is readily checked that F(¢» has
only real zeros. Since ¢ = TJe i8 , the possible (real) zeros of (2.6) must correspond to () = 0
and () = 71'. Therefore we have to distinguish two cases which are studied in the sequel.
Case 1: For = 0, (2.5)-(2.6) give

e

(1- w)V + (p - 1)(1 - w)(2 - w)~ + 1 = 0

(2.7)

and our problem turns out to be the determination of the smallest positive root of (2.7).
Obviously, w f. 1 because for w = 1, (2.7) cannot hold. The two roots of (2.7) are given by
~+,-

-(p -1)(1- w)(2 - w) ± 11- wl[(p -1)'(2 - w)'
=
2(1- w)3

,
+ 4(w - 1W

(2.8)

For w < 1, both roots in (2.8) are negative and therefore the mapping is conformal. For
> 1, (2.8) gives

w

~- =

-(p -1)(2 - w)

,

+ [(p -

1)'(2 - w)' + 4(w -lW
2(1- w)'

(2.9)

So, for TJ ::; TJ- the mapping is conformal while for 11 > 11- it is not. In the latter case the
image of the circle 8DI'/ of the mapping (2.3) has an intersection (double) point on the real
a..XlS.

Case 2: For () =

71',

we have

(1- w)V - (p -1)(1- w)(2 - w)~

+1=

(2.10)

O.

The two roots of (2.10) are given by

,

(p - 1)(1-w)(2 - w) ± 11- wl[(p -1)'(2 - w)' + 4(w -lW
~+,- =
2(1 - w)'

(2.11)

For w < 1, the smallest positive root of (2.10) is

(p -1)(2 -w) - [(p _1)'(2 - w)'
~- =
2(1 - w)'
5

,

+ 4(w -lW

(2.12)

The value 7] = 7]- just found is the only value of 7] at which the mapping (2.3) ceases to be
conformal. This is because, as we saw before, for () = 0 the mapping is always conformal.
For w > 1, the positive root of (2.10) is

~- =

(p -1)(2 - w)

,

+ [(p -1)'(2 ~ w)' + 4(w -1)]'

(2.13)

2(1-w)'

In order to find the value of 7] at which the mapping ceases to be conformal we compare
the value 7] = TJ- found in (2.13) with the one corresponding to 0 = 0 and given in (2.9).
Obviously, the smallest of the two TJ'S is the one corresponding to 0 = O. Here we note that
the value of TJ in (2.13) is greater than (1_I",pi and because for 7] = (1':"')~ and f) = 0, Z in (2.3)
reduces to zero it is implied that there eXIsts no convergence reglOn for the SSOR method
for 7] > (I_I",? This is not unexpected since, as is known from the analog to the Kahan

Theorem for the SOR method, for the SSOR method p(Sw) 2: (l-w)' holds (see, e.g., [28]).
Therefore, the value of 7] in (2.13) is of no interest.
The analysis above leads us to the following conclusion.
Theorem 2.1. The transformation (2.3) maps the circle anT} in (2.4) into a closed curve
Gr in the complex plane. For w > 1, this mapping is conformal for all
__

~ E (O,~], ~

,

-(p-1)(2-w)+[(p-1)'(2-w)'+4(w-1)]'
=
2(1-w)'
«

1)
(l-w)'

(2.14)

and is not conformal otherwise, while for w < 1, the mapping is conformal for all

_

~E(O,i)J, ~=

(p

~

1)(2 - w) - [(p _1)'(2 - w)'
2(1-w)'

,
+ 4(w -1)]'

1
«(l-w)')

(2.15)

and is not conformal otherwise.
The theorem just presented and well known properties of Complex Analysis (see, e.g.,
[14]) give us the statement below.
Corollary 2.2. For the values of 'T] of Theorem 2.1 for which the mapping (2.3) is
eonformal, (2.3) maps the interior of the disk D, = {¢ , I¢I S; ~} onto the exterior of the
closed simple curve Cpo
Remark: The curve Gp is symmetric wrt the real axis. This is readily checked by
comparing the expressions in (2.3) for 1> = 'T]e iO and 1> = 7]e- iO •
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Optimal Regions of Convergence

The analysis in the previous section provides us with the main tool for the study of the
(optimal) convergence properties of the SSOR iterative method. Since 1 is the spectral
radius of the SSOR iteration matrix, in order to have convergence there must hold 7] > 1.

,
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"

c

b

Figure 1: Regions of Convergence
For w = 1 (Aitken's method) the curve Cp is the circle ~e-ie and the mapping is conformal
for all TJ. So, in the sequel we distinguish two cases, depending on whether w is greater or
less than 1.
Case 1: w E (1,2)
To study the mapping (2.3), we take a certain w E (1,2) and increase continuously the
value of 1] starting from 1] = o. For 7] = 0, (2.3) maps the point 0 of the complex plane onto
00. For 0 < ." < ij, it maps the disk D l1 onto the exterior of the curve Cp and the mapping is
conformal. This means that the curve Cp is a simple closed curve containing the point 0 of
the complex plane in its interior. Moreover, for Tf > 1, the interior of CP1 let n denote it, is
such that if a(BP) E n then the associated SSOR method will converge with an asymptotic
convergence factor p(Sw) ( :5 ; ). The region of convergence n is shown in Figure la for
p = 4, w = 1.2 and TJ = 1.1. It is obvious that the larger TJ is the smaller the region n is.
For 1J = if, we have the largest value of 1J for which the mapping is conformal. The
corresponding convergence region n is shown in Figure Ib for p = 4, W = 1.2, as before, and
1J ~ 2.01562. As is seen, at 0 = 0 the curve Cp has a cusp. In analytical terms this means
that the derivative of (2.3) wrl ¢ becomes zero at ¢ = if (;: 1rJ>=;j = 0).
For if < 1J < W~1' the mapping is not conformal. As is shown in Figure lc for p = 4,
W = 1.2 and 1J = 2.4, there is an intersection (double) point ofthe curve Cp on the positive real
semiaxis. For specific values of "1 the abscissa of this point can be found only computationally.
Because of the fact that the mapping is not conformal it is very difficult to describe explicitly
the images of all the subregions formed by the curve Cp for all possible values of wand TJ. The
only somehow general description one can give regarding the convergence region n mentioned
previously is that it is the subregion formed by Cp that contains the point 0 of the complex
plane in its interior and has its images in the exterior of the circle "1ei~. In the case of Figure
Ic, n is the left of the two subregions formed by Cpo
For 1J = W:1' we have the same conclusions with the main difference that the point of Cp
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corresponding to () = 0 goes to 00. So, C p is not a closed curve.
For w':1 < 7] < (w~lF' the point of Cp corresponding to 0 = 0 lies in the negative real
scmiaxis for odd p while it is still on the positive real semiaxis for even p. The curve Cp is
now more complicated in shape. For some 7]'S we have more than one intersection (double)
points of the curve Cp with the real semiaxis and more intersection (double) points of Cp
with itself. Because of the continuity of the mapping, the only thing that can be said is that
the smallest subregion formed by Cp that contains the point 0 of the complex plane in its
interior is the convergence region n, in the sense explained previously.
For 7] = (w~lF' the region of convergence reduces trivially to the point 0 of the complex
plane.
For 7] > (w~lF' there exists no region of convergence for the SSOR method.
Case 2: w E (0,1)
In the present case, results analogous to the ones of the previous Case 1 can be obtained
provided one follows step by step the analysis done there. The main differences are that
the value if takes the place of if, the value l~w replaces that of "'':1 in the various intervals
considered, and the roles of the positive and negative real semiaxes are interchanged.
Based on the analysis of this section we can state the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let 71 > 1 be given and let n be the region defined in the previous
analysis for a given w E (1 - .,fi,1 + ~). Let also that (}'(BP) en. Then, the associated
SSOR method converges with a spectral radius p(Sw) ::; ~. In the last relationship equality
holds iff at least one element of (}'(BP) lies on the boundary an of n.
The analysis so far gives answers to the second part of question (i) as well as to question
(ii) of the Introduction. In the following two subsections we shall try to answer questions (i)
and (iii) under the assumption that the spectra (}'(BP) are real of the same sign.

3.1

Nonnegative Case

In [12] we determined the regions of convergence of the SSOR method (p(S..,) < 1) in the
(p(B),w)-plane (or, equivalently, (p(BP),w)-plane) for nonnegative and nonpositive spectra
(}'(BP) for all p.?: 3. Here we will try to determine regions in the (p(BP),w)-plane such that
p(Sw) ::; ~ for a given 71 > 1 and also, whenever possible, optimal values of the relaxa.tion
factor w for a given p(B).
For a given 7] > 1 we study the transformation (2.3) for all values of w E (0,2). More
specifically, in the present case we must determine the closest to the origin 0(0,0) point of
intersection of the curve Cp with the positive real semiaxis. In the sequel we distinguish
subcases.
For 0 < w < 1 it is obvious that no such region exists since then 7] > (1_I..,F'

.,fi,

For 1 - ~ ::; w < 1, it is easily checked that Izl takes its minimum value at the point
corresponding to () = D. So, the closest to 0 point we are seeking is that corresponding to
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e ~ o.

,ft,

For 1 S w < 1 +
it is known from the analysis of the previous section that for certain
Wi s there exists an ij such that the mapping (2.3) is not conformal for 'Tl > 17. The question
that arises is then the following: For the given value of TJ can one find an for which the
mapping ceases to be conformal? To answer this question a further study of equation (2.6),
where w is to be considered now as the variable, must be made. Setting x = 1 - w, (2.6)

w

becomes

f(x) := ~2X3 + (p _1)~X2

+ (p -1)~x + 1 = o.

(3.1)

Since f(O) = 1 > 0 and f( -~) ~ (p - 2)(~ - 1) < 0, there are one or three roots of (3.1)
in the interval (-*,0). By studying the sign of the derivative of f with respect to x as a
function of x it is concluded that there is precisely one zero of f in the interval in question.
This implies that there is precisely one value of w, denoted by
in the interval (1,1 +
for which the mapping ceases to be conformal. Since the mapping is conformal for w = 1, it
will be conformal for all the values of w such that 1 :::; w :::; w.
For w < w :::; 1 + ~, the mapping is not conformal and the closest to the origin intersection
point of interest corresponds to a 0 I- 0 that can be found only computationally. For this,
one has to set Imz(7]e ia ) = 0, next solve for 0 and then find the value of 0 that gives the
smallest positive Rez(1]c ia ).
For 1 +
< w < 2, it is 7] > P_1wF and there exists no region of convergence for the
SSOR method.
The analysis so far gives the boundary curve of the region of interest in the (p(BP),w)plane. For 1 - ,fi :::; w :::; w, this boundary curve can be given analytically by putting 0 = 0
in (2.3). So, we obtain

,fi)

w,

.,fi

fJl(W) =

[1 - (1 - W)2~]'
(2 - w)2w'~[1 + (1- w)~l'

2'

wE [1-

_1_,wj.
y'ii

(3.2)

ft'

For w < w < 1 +
the corresponding boundary curve f32(W) can be found only computationally as was explained previously.
The above analysis gives an answer to the second part of question (i) of the Introduction
and the corresponding region for p = 4 and 1] = 1.5 is shown in Figure 2.
To give an answer to question (iii), in other words to determine optimal values of w, we
must determine those w's which maximize 7J for a given p(B) or w's that maximize p(B)
for a given 7]. In this sense we can use the above analysis to determine the desired optimal
values. More specifically, we will try to determine w" such that

1

fJ(w") = maxfJ(w),
w E (1 - - , 1
w
y'ii
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1

+ -)

Iii

(3.3)

2·

.l.J

~2

1.5 .

1 .
~,

0.5 .

p(B')
0--------- .. ------

·0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Figure 2: Convergence Region for the Nonnegative Case
where
J3(w)~

J3,(w), wE (1- ~,wJ
~
v,,
{ J32(W), wE (w,l + Vii).

(3.4)

For this we must try to find the maximum valucs of the functions Pl(W) and P2(W),
To study the function 131 (w) first wc differentiate it wrl wand then usc the transformation
x = 1 - w. After some simple algebraic manipulation we obtain

J3/,(w) ~ (p - 2)ryx 3 + (p + 2)ryx'

+ (p + 2)x + (p - 2) =:

f(x;ry),

(3.5)

where a relationship of the form A '" B denotes that the two expressions or quantities A
and B arc of the same sign.
To find the sign of f(x; 7]) for x E [1- W,
and 7] 2: 1 we work as follows. For 7] = 1,
(3.5) gives

ft)

f(x; 1) = (p - 2)x 3 + (p + 2)x' + (p+ 2)x + (p - 2) = (x + l)[(p - 2)x 2 + 4x + (p - 2)J. (3.6)

It is obvious that f(xj 1) has the simple zero -1 for all p > 4, the triple zero -1 for
and the zeros -2 - v'3, -1 and - 2 + v'3 for p = 3. So, f(x; 1) > 0, II x E [1 -

w, ft)

p = 4,

w, fi)

and p 2: 4. For p = 3 the zero -2 + V3lics in the interval [1 for some values of
7J which means that f(x; 1) may change sign in this interval. Because of the fact that, for
p = 3, f(x; 1) behaves in a different way tIllS case will be examined separately in Section 4.
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From (3.5)-(3.6) we have that
J(x;~) = J(x; 1) + X2(~ -1)[(p - 2)x

Since for P
that

+ (p + 2)].

(3.7)

2: 4, both terms on the right hand side of (3.7) are greater than zero we have

J(x;~»O, \lxE[1-w,~).

(3.8)

.,fii

This means that f3.(w) is a strictly increasing function in [1- W, ~). Consequently

max13,(W) = 131(w), wE [1- w,
w

~).

(3.9)

.,fii

Based on the above analysis we state and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let p ;?: 4, a(BP) be nonnegative and p(B) « 1) be given. Then there
exists a unique root wE (1,2) of the equation

p(B') =

L

~2+(P_l)(2_W)_(P_lj2(2_W)2+~{"'_I)]!

2(2_w)2 w P [-(P-l )(2-W)+(P-l)2(2-w)2+4(w-l)] ~ J
(l-w)P

x [2(1-",) -(p-l) (2-",)+ [(p- 1)2 (2_W)2 H(w-l)] >]"
and the SSOR method converges for all w E (O,&:>] with

(3.10)

,

wbeing the optimal value of win

this interval. The associated optimal spectral radius is

p(Sw) =

1
0:,
~

(3.11)

where ij is the value of TJ given by Theorem 2.1 provided wreplaces w.
Proof: The convergence of the SSOR method (1] = 1) was studied in [12]. From the
theory developed so far we have that for a given if > 1 there exists a unique value of
w E (1,2) given from the expression (2.14) of Theorem 2.1. From (3.2), the pair of values
wand if corresponds to the largest p(B). Conversely, for a given p(B) < 1 there exists a
unique value w E (1,2) and a corresponding value for if such that the convergence will be
optimal for all w E (0,&1]. Equation (3.10) is thus obtained using the expressions for wand
if in (3.2) and the proof of the present theorem is concluded. 0
It remains to find the optimal value of w in the interval [w,2). The theoretical analysis
in this case becomes very complicated because of the intersection point(s) of Cp with the
real positive semiaxis which correspond(s) to some I) =I O. (The reader is reminded that
this was exactly the case in (12] where 1] = 1.) Based on strong numerical evidence from a
variety of numerical examples and computer graphics we have found out that in all the cases
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examined the function J32(W) behaves as a strictly decreasing one. After the observation just
made a strong conjecture can be made; namely, that under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2
the optimal value of w for all w E (0,2) is the unique value of w E (1,2) given by equation
(3.10).

3.2

N onpositive Case

An analysis analogous to the one in the previous Section 3.1 of the nonnegative case can
also be done here. For this, let Tf > 1 be given and let w < 1 be the value of w at which
the mapping (2.3) ceases to be conformal. Since for w E (w,w) the mapping is conformal
we must study the behavior of the boundary curves of the region of interest in the intervals
(1- J"w), (w,w) and (w,1 + J,).
For w E (w,w), the boundary curve is given by putting () = 1(' in (2.3). Hence
(3.12)
By differentiating 11(W) wrt wand then setting x = 1- w we obtain

7'l(W) ~ (p - 2)~X3 + (p + 2)~x' - (p + 2)x - (p - 2)

=, g(x; ~).

(3.13)

It i, readily found out that g(-oo;~) < 0, g(- J,;~) > 0, g(J,;~) < 0, and g(oo;~) > o.
Therefore, the cubic equation g(x; Tf) = 0 has precisely three real TOots in the intervals
( - 0 0 I - .ft), (0) and (.ft, (0) I respectively. Obviously, only the second root, let us denoted it by X, is of interest in the study of the behavior of the boundary curve. Consequently,
there exists an x E (- ,fi, 0), or an w E (1, 1 + ~), such that 11 (w) is a strictly decreasing
function for w E (w, w) and a strictly increasing one for w E (w, 1 + ~).
The function 11 (w) defines the boundary curve for w E (w, w) and also, due to continuity,
for an interval of w (w,tJ), where tJ E (w,1 + ~) is the value of w that corresponds to the

.ft'

closest to the origin intersection (double) point of the curve Cp , defined by z(Tfe iO ) in (2.3),
with the real negative semiaxis. This point is obtained for some () =f:. 1('. Moreover, from
(3.13), 11(W) attains a minimum at w = w. The value B can be found computationally in
the general case while in Section 4 we will try to determine it in the special case p = 3.
To establish the existence of B, we must prove that there exists an intersection point of the
curve z(Tfe iO ) from (2.3) with the real negative semiaxis for some () f; 1(' that is closer to
the origin than the point corresponding to () = 1('. For this, we study the behavior of the
1 (1

iO

1

1

argument of the complex number 1+(1- ";)7j~'O as 1] ---+ {l-w)2 (or as w ---+ 1 + ,fif)' For () = 0
the argument in question is 0 while as () varies continuously taking on positive values in
the neighborhood of 0 we claim that this argument tends to -i very rapidly. To justify
our claim, note that the argument of the numerator tends to -f while the argument of the
w)21jC
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Figure 3: Convergence Region of the Nonpositive Case
denominator remains in the neighborhood of O. So, by considering the p-th powers of the
above complex number, since the other factor terms do not play any important role in the
way the argument of z(1]e iO ) varies for f) near 0, we have that: For small changes of 0 from 0
to positive values the corresponding argument for points of the curve z( 1JC'O) varies rapidly
from a to -Ff, via negative values. This means that for w -----Jo 1 + .)rjl there is an intersection
point of the curve z( 7]e;O) with the negative real semiaxis. The distance of this point from
the origin tends also to O. So, the existence of Q E (w,1 +
is established. Moreover, thig

.,fi)

analysis effectively proves that the region
point of the origin as 11 ~ (1!wj2'

n of a(BP),

studied in Section 2, reduces to the

For w E (Q,1 + ~) the boundary curve 12(W) can be found only computationally and
has been shown by numerous numerical examples and computer graphics that it behaves as
a strictly decreasing function.
It remains to study the case w E (1 As has been found out, the mapping
is not conformal and the closest to the origin intersection point of interest can only be
found computationally (a situation similar to the one in [12]). As is shown by a variety
of numerical experiments and computer graphics, the boundary curve 13(W) behaves as a
strictly increasing function for all p ~ 4. The case p = 3 is different and will be studied in
Section 4. The region of interest in the (p(BP),w)-plane for p ~ 4 is shown in Figure 3 for
p = 4 and ry = 1.5.
From the previous analysis it is concluded that for wE (w,Q) there are two local maximum values of the curve 11 (w), if Q > w, corresponding to the points and Q. The optimal
value of w is either or Q whichever corresponds to maxi 11(W), II (Q)}. Having in mind the
results In [12] we can now state the following theorem which is analogous to Theorem 3.2
and its proof is a direct consequence of the analysis done so far.

,fi,w).

w

w
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Theorem 3.3. Let p ;::: 4, u(BP) be nonpositive, p(B) be given and
1

with
WI

=

+ (l-w;)'
~

Pi =

2(p - 2)~
I

l'

(p+2)'+(p-2)'

(3.14)

P

W2

Then, for any p(B) < PI, there exists a unique root
p(W) =

i = 1,2,

2-~'

(2-W;) PW i

=

2(p -1)~

(3.15)

1

(p-l),+1

wE (0,1) of the equation

L

~2+(P-l)(2-W)-[(p-I)](2-W)~+4(W-I)]!-

(3.16)

2(2-w)2wP [(P-I)(2-W)- [(P-I)2(2-W)2+4(W-l)]!]
(1 w)P

x [2(I-w)-(p-l )(2-w)+[(p-l )2(2-w)2+4(",-1)] ,]" ,
and for any p(B), unless p ;::: 15 and 1 ::; p(B), there exists a unique value CJ which is the
smallest W E (1,2) such that there is an intersection point of the curve Cp at (-p(BP),O) for
a () i- IT. Furthermore, for any p;::: 4 and any p(B) let Tf (resp. ~) denote the corresponding
value of Tfi if both
and CJ exist let .,," = max{Tf, ~}. Then, if
(resp. 5) exists there
is always an interval of w containing w (resp. &3) in which the SSOR method converges
with local optimal spectral radius at w· =
(resp. w .. = &3), namely p(Sw.) = 1.. (resp.

w

w

w

p(Sw·) ~ i). Finally, for any p ~ 4 and any p(B) S p, the SSOR method converges" for all

"

~

w in an interval containing both w and wwith optimal spectral radius p(Sw' ) = 1)1••
Note: One can be more specific about the intervals of convergence containing
(resp.
CJ) if one uses the theory in [9], [12], the preceding analysis and Theorem 3.3.
Based on strong numerical evidence from numerous numerical experiments and computer
graphics we can make the strong conjecture that under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, for
all W E (0,2) the value of w = w· of Theorem 3.3 is the optimal value for the convergence of
the SSOR method. Obviously, in the case where wand eJ exist in two disjoint intervals the
one that corresponds to "1. = max{Tf,~} is the optimal value of w.

w

4

The Special Case p = 3

As has already been mentioned there are some basic differences regarding the regions of
convergence and the optimal values in the special case p = 3 which is studied in this section.
From the analysis of Section 2 and especially from Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2, for
p = 3, we have that
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,

_
ry=

-(2-w)+[(2-w) +w-lJ''
(w-l)'

(4.1)

(2-w)-[(2-w)'+w-lj!
.
(w - I)'

(4.2)

and

_

ry=

Below, following the analysis of Section 3 we shall try to find the boundary curves of the
regions of convergence in the nonnegative and the nonpositive cases.

4.1

Nonnegative Case

For w < 1, the conclusions are the same as those of the general casco So, for 1 ::; w .$ 1 + ~
there exists an w corresponding to if such that for w .$.
the mapping (2.3) is conformal
while for w >
it is not. Consequently, the boundary curve of the convergence region is

w

w

that given in (3.4), where
(4.3)
and f32(W) can be found computationally. A number of experiments has shown that !32(W)
behaves as a strictly decreasing function of w as in the general casco
The behavior of /31(W), for wE [1,w] is to be studied in the sequel. From (3.5) we have
that
f3/,{w) - ~x3 + 5ryx' + 5x + 2 =: f,(x;~)
(4.4)

It is obvious that f3(-~i1J) > 0 and fs(O;1])

> O. Differentiating fs(xj1]) wrl x we have

f,t(x;~) = 3~x'

+ 10~x + 5.

(4.5)

Since fJ1(-*;1]) < 0 and 13/(0;1]) > 0, hl(x;1]) has precisely one zero ~ E (-*,0). So,
13(xj 1]) has none or two zeros in the same interval. By plugging in in (4.4) we can find
computationally that f,(t;;~) < 0 for ry E [1,1.3615345). This implies that for all ~'s in the
interval just found f3(X;1]) has two zeros in (-~,O). The question that arises is which one
of the two zeros belongs to the subinterval (x, 0), where x = 1 - w. To answer this question
we will try to find the value of 1] such that x is one of the two aforementioned zeros. By
applying the Sylvester's resolvent to the equation hl(x; 1]) = 0 and to equation (2.7) for
p = 3, we readily obtain that x can be a common root of these two equations only if 1] = 1.
This implies that for all 1] E [1,1.3615345) the two zeros belong to the interval (x, 1). This
is because if 1] increases continuously taking values from 1 onwards, these two roots remain
in the interval (x, 1) until 1] = 1.3615345 when they both coincide with the double root ~.

e
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From the value 11 = 1.3615345 onwards the two roots become a pair of complex conjugate
ones.
Since flI(W) is an increasing function at w = 1, it will be increasing in a neighborhood of
1. So, by increasing w continuously from 1 to we will pass first through a value of w, let it
be denoted by wI, which will correspond to the local maximum of fl,(w) and then through a
value of w corresponding to the local minimum.
The previous discussion leads to the conclusion that the optimal value of wE (1- ..fi,wl,
let it be w", will be given by that value of the pair {WI,w} that maximizes fl1(W). From a
variety of numerical experiments we can come up with the conjecture that w· is the optimal
value for all w E (11 + ..fi).
By putting in (4.3) wfor wand ij for TJ in (4.1) we obtain

w

ft'

[(3-~)-[('-~)'+(~-l)l']
(2-~)'~' [-(2-~)+[(2-~)'+(~-1)Jf]
X

(1_;:;)3

1

[-l+[(2-~)'+(~-1)1' ]

=:

(4.6)

g(w).

It is readily seen that g(w), defined in (4.6), is a continuous function of w E (1,2). By differentiating g(w) and studying the sign of its derivative it can be found after along but elementary
algebraic manipulation takes place that d~'W) is positive in (1,2) with lim w -+I+ g(w) = 0 and
lim w -+2- g(w) = ;;. Therefore g(w) is a strictly increasing function in [1,2) which implies
that for p(B 3) E (1, ;~) there is no such that flI(W) = p(B3). This constitutes one of the
main differcnces of the spccial case p = 3 from the general case p 2: 4. Obviom>1y, in the
present case w· = wI.
After the analysis so far as well as the preceding one it can be concluded that there is an
interval of TJ for TJ > 1 such that w· = wI. This interval is a left subinterval of (1, 1.361534).
From various numerical experiments we have observed that the subinterval in question is
large compared to a small right subinterval of (1, 1.361534) for which w· = w. For values of
TJ > 1.361534,
remains the optimal value for w.

w

w

4.2

Nonpositive Case

For the boundary curve II (w), defined in [w,J], we have exactly the same conclusions as the
ones in the general case. So, from (3.12) we take

Il(W) =
(2 -

[1+(1-w)'~J3

w)'w3~[1-

(1- w)~J

ft)

.

(4.7)

The behavior of the curve 12(w) defined in (3,1+
is also the same as that of the
general case. In the present case, however, we will find an analytic form of this curve by
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proving that it is derived from z( TJe iO ) at (j = O.
For this, we prove first that the intersection points of the curve z(1]e iO ) with the real axis
for 0 I- 0, 7r are at most one. We consider the imaginary part of z(1]C ill ) and set it equal to
zero, namely Imz(1]e iO ) = 0, to find the values of () that correspond to the points of interest.
After some simple algebraic manipulation we obtain the known values () = 0 and 0 = 1f and
also the following equation in (j
cosO = _ (1- W)7~4 - 3(1- w)3(2 - w)~'
2(1- w)~[l + (1- w)5~'1

+1

(4.8)

In the case where the right hand side of (4.8) is outside the closed interval [-1,1] there is no
() satisfying (4.8). This is, of course, the case that corresponds to values of w in the interval
(w,w) and this is because the function z(1]C ill ) is conformal in the interval in question. In
the cases cosO = 1 or - 1 we obtain the values (j = 0 and 0 = 1f which we have excluded.
However, if in (4.8) cosO E (-1,1) then we obtain two solutions in (0, 21f) that give the same
intersection point with the real axis because of the symmetry of the curve z(1]e iO ) wrt this
axis. Since both points z( 1]C iO ) at () = 0 and 0 = 1f belong to the real negative semiaxis
for w E (1 + ~, 1 + ,fi), the intersection point in question will belong to the real positive
semiaxis. So, the curve /2(W) is obtained from z(1]e iO ), for () = 0, and is therefore given by

[1- (1- w)'~13
'Y,(w) = (2 _ w)'w3~[1 + (1- w)~l

(4.9)

Setting x = 1- wand differentiating (4.9) Wit w we find out that /2/(W) has the same sign
as the function f(xj1]) of (4.4). The study of f(xjT/) made in the present nonpositive case
reveals that 'i'2/(W) is a strictly decreasing function. The value of w for which 'i'l(W) = /2(W),
denoted by ~ is the unique real root of the equation

(4.10)
in the interval (1 +~, 1 +

,fi).

It remains to study the behavior of the curve /3(W) in the interval (1- ~,w).
From the analysis in [12] we know that the behavior of this curve for 1] = 1, and p = 3,
is different from that of the general case p ~ 4. Obviously, based on continuity arguments
we can claim that the behavior of the curve 'i'3(W) for 1] > 1 in a neighborhood of 1 will still
be different from the one in the general case p ~ 4.
The curve 13(w) can be given analytically provided one plugs in the value of 0 from (4.8)
in the real part of z(1]e iO ). However, this analytic expression is rather complicated and is
not given here. The study of the behavior of 13(w) based on its analytic form is even more
complicated. So, what we did was to make a number of numerical experiments as this was
done in the general case p ~ 4. From this study strong numerical evidence supports the
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> 1 there is a value of w, denoted by ~, corresponding
to the maximum value of 1'3(W) and such that 1'3(';;) > 1'3(W).
The above analysis for the curves /1 (w) and /2 (w) and the numerical experiments for the
curve /3(W) support OUI claim that the optimal value of w E (1 1 + .)ry), denoted by

conjecture that for an interval of 'Tf

ft'

WapI,

is one of the triad

{w,&3,5}

that maximizes the corresponding value for the boundary

curve.

5

Numerical Examples and Concluding Remarks

A number of numerical examples run on a computer are illustrated in Tables 1 and 2 for
p = 4 and p = 3, respectively, for the selected values of "I shown there. In each case, based
on the theory developed in this paper a systematic search was made considering all values of
W = 0.00001(0.00001)1.99999 to find the one for which p(B) was taking the largest possible
value. The corresponding w appears as Wopi in both Tables. Then, we worked the other way

around. Namely, for each computationally obtained Wopl and using the value of p(B) that
was found we computed the corresponding value of TJ. The values of 1} that we obtained were
very close to the ones originally considered. Some minor discrepancies can be attributed to
the presence of the round-off crIors and the final effect of their propagation during the many
complicated computations involved.

Some of the results in the Tables are depicted in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4, that is a
good representative of the general case, is the "union" of Figures 2 and 3 in the (it 4 ,w)plane and shows the region of convergence for p = 4 and 17 = 1.5. Figure 5 depicts both
the nonnegative and nonpositive cases in the (11 3 , w)-plane, in the special case p = 3 , for the
values of'Tf = 1, 1.1, 1.5 and 3. The outmost curves correspond to 'TJ = 1 and the inmost
ones to 'Tf = 3.
rt should also he noted that in all the Figures 2-5 the lower parts of the graphs tend to
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Table 1: Case p = 4
~

1.01
1.025
1.05
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.7
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
5.0
7.5
10.0
15.0
20.0

p(Sw)
.990099
.975610
.952381
.909091
.833333
.769231
.714286
.666667
.588235
.5
.4

.333333
.25
.2
.133333
.1
.066667
.05

NONNEGATIVE
prE)
Wopt

NONPOSITNE
p(E)
Wopt

1.75757
1.68152
1.61069
1.52737
1.43243
1.37312
1.33046
1.29762
1.24954
1.20194
1.15401
1.12473
1.09054
1.07113
1.04634
1.03438
1.02268
1.01692

1.99010
1.97562
1.95242
1.90946
1.83559
1.77491
.798640
.810338
.830029
.852860
.879690
.898198
.922104
.936897
.957192
.967603
.978201
.983574

.999825
.999397
.998455
.996048
.990037
.983163
.975863
.968374
.953348
.931606
.898763
.870202
.823413
.786582
.720355
.674892
.613961
.573289

Figure 5: Special Case p = 3
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7.08862
4.50044
3.20247
2.29492
1.66714
1.39772
1.30969
1.27384
1.21361
1.14327
1.05839
.997075
.911813
.853412
.760582
.702961
.630867
.585088

Table 2: Special Case p = 3
~

1.01
1.025
1.05
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
7.5

10.0
15.0
20.0

p(Sw)
.990099
.975610
.952381
.909091
.833333
.769231
.740741
.714286
.666667
.625
.588235
.5
.333333
.25
.2
.133333
.1
.066667
.05

NONNEGATIVE
p(B)
WDpf
1.26900 .997136
1.27165 .992923
1.27557 .986118
1.28365 .973273
1.30430 .950393
1.34056 .930999
1.57051 .926279
1.53721 .922066
1.48141 .913304
1.43650 .904326
1.39953 .895315
1.31945 .868976
1.19317 .794799
1.13894 .739067
1.10859 .695786
1.07031 .619407
1.05200 .568149
1.03420 .501097
1.02548 .457471
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NONPOSITIVE
p(B)
WDpl
1.99010 17.1565
1.97561 9.36077
1.95241 5.94629
1.90928 3.80861
1.83453 2.47910
1.77235 1.95270
1.74510 1.78910
1.72004 1.66121
1.67549 1.47288
1.63711 1.33959
.753809 1.26847
.785997 1.16686
.850643 .966230
.885159 .855411
.906677 .782029
.936413 .669542
.951766 .602291
.967467 .520972
.975455 .471012

the point (0,0) as p(B) ~ 0+ while their upper parts tend to the point (0,2). Both these
points constitute singular points for all the graphs since, as is known, the SSOR method
does not converge for w = 0 or 2.
Before we conclude this section we simply make one final point regarding the real spectra,
a(BP), case. From the analysis of the nonnegative and the nonpositive cases of this paper
and the examples illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 there is a strong indication that if one can
adopt a kind of a trial and error procedure one may be able to find, at least computationally,
the solution to the problem in the real spectra case.
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